
 
 
 
 
 
In April 2022, the twenty-seven winners of 
the 9th Edition of the Premios 
Latinoamérica Verde were celebrated. The 
Awards ceremony took place from April 20 
to 24, 2022, at the Adrienne Arsht Center in 
Miami (Florida, United States). During the 
days before the ceremony, workshops, 
exhibitions and conferences animated by 
experts on the main socio-environmental 
themes were held, with the participation of 
the winners. 

 
The winning projects of the Premios Latinoamérica Verde 2022 are 
being developed in Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Chile, Venezuela, 
Argentina, Ecuador and Spain. The initiative's website presents a 
description of each project and provides the email addresses of people 
with whom to establish contacts for information and possible 
collaboration. The website also presents the same information about 
the 54 finalists of the 2022 Awards. 
 
The awards LatinoAmérica Verde are open to projects from 
governments, organizations, companies and micro-enterprises, 
communities, individuals and NGOs.  
 
Since the first edition, in 2013, the growth of participation in the Awards 
has been exponential. Nearly 18,000 candidates from 1,147 cities and 
43 countries have taken part in past editions. 
 
Launched in 2013 in Guayaquil (Ecuador), the Latinoamérica Verde 
initiative each year rewards, gives visibility and creates networks 
among the best 500 social and environmental projects in Ibero-
America. The Awards contribute to boosting the regional sustainable 
development by exhibiting initiatives in eight categories aligned with 
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). A high-
level jury which includes, among others, the United Nations 
Development Program UNDP and UN-Environment, evaluates all the 
projects received and chooses the best in each category to name the 
winners. The winning projects, in addition to obtaining an award 
certificate and participating in the award events, can have access to 
mentoring, training programs for sustainable enterprises, co-creation 
of spaces and business promotion events. 
 
The Awards focus on various areas to develop a sustainable world. In 
particular, in 2022 the Awards have proposed 8 categories and 19 
subcategories that are aligned with the Sustainable Development 
Goals, so that more projects could be included in the competition. The 
main topics are: Biodiversity, Cities, Communication, Human 
development, Economy, Energy, Public policies, Waste. 
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The website presents a Virtual Gallery of all the 500 winning projects 
of the Premios Latinoamérica Verde, offering an extraordinary 
panorama of innovative practices for sustainable development carried 
out in the countries of Ibero-America 
 
On the website, the organizers also invite interested actors from Latin 
American countries to make contact to present their practices and to 
be informed about the 2023 edition of the Awards. 
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